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COVERING GROUPS OF GROUPS OF LIE TYPE
JOHN GROVER

A construction for a central extension of a group satisfying a certain set of axioms has been given by C. W. Curtis.
These groups are called groups of Lie type. The construction
is based on that given by R. Steinberg for covering groups
of the Chevalley groups. The central extensions constructed
by Curtis, however, are not covering groups in the sense of
being universal central extensions, as he shows by an example.
Here, the Steinberg construction is considered for a more
restricted class of groups of Lie type. It is shown that in
this case, the central extension is a covering. It is also
shown that this more restricted definition of groups of Lie
type still includes the Chevalley and twisted groups, with
certain exceptions.
To fix our terminology: a universal central extension is one
which factors through any other central extension. A covering is a
universal central extension, no subgroup of which is also an extension
of the same group, (x, y) = xyx~ιy~ι, ab = bab~\ and (G, G) is the
commutator subgroup of G. G is perfect if G = (G, G).
Ln(K)
denotes the Chevalley group of type L and rank n over the field K.
Twisted groups are defined here to be the (algebraic) nonnormal
forms as constructed by D. Hertzig [5, 6], R. Steinberg [9] and J.
Tits [14, 15]. (Hertzig also shows that the Chevalley and twisted
groups include all finite simple algebraic groups.)
The Chevalley groups are simple [1, 10, 16], hence perfect.
This means that a perfect covering group exists, and the covering
group and its factor maps are unique. Steinberg shows that the
covering can be constructed as the abstract group given by suitably
chosen generators and relations from the Chevalley group [11]. Exceptions occur: Λ(2), Λ(3), B2(2) and G2(2) are not simple, and
Steinberg's construction doesn't work when \K\ = 2, 3, or 4, or
G = Λ(9).
The construction of the covering group A easily extends to a
group G with Bruhat decomposition as defined by Curtis [2]. However, in this case Δ need not be the covering group of G. By
placing additional conditions on G, Curtis shows that A has a Bruhat
decomposition, with the same (isomorphic) Weyl group as G, is a
central extension, and is "almost" universal [3, Ths. 1.4, 1.7].
The next section gives the set of axioms which characterize the
class of groups of Lie type. Our main theorem (6.2) can be stated
as:
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The Steinberg
group.

group of a group of Lie type is its

covering

Some other results are derived on various types of unique expression in G and in A, and on the structure of the subgroups N
and H. The results apply to most of the Chevalley groups and
twisted groups. The last section specifies exactly which groups. In
what follows, G is understood to have rank not one. The rank one
case is discussed separately in the next-to-last section.
2Φ Definition of groups of Lie type* The notation is fixed
from now on. G is an arbitrary group of Lie type, that is, an
arbitrary group satisfying conditions (2.1) through (2.11) below.
(2.1) G has subgroups B, N such that H = B Π N is normal in
N, B = UH for some subgroup U normal in S, and U Π H = 1.
(2.2) W = N/H is (isomorphic to) a crystallographic reflection
group.
Let t: W —>JV be a fixed inverse map to the natural homomorphism
s: N-^ W. Sometimes elements of W will be used in place of their
images under t without ambiguity as in Uw.
(2.3) Uw° Π B = 1 for some w0 e W.
Choose fixed fundamental generators {wlf w2, " ,wn} and a fixed
wQ in W by (2.2) and (2.3). Define Uw = {ueU:uwe
U} and R, =
UWQW. for

w e W and

i = 1, 2, -

, n.

(2.4) RiΦl
and R{ S Uw or R{ C Uww. all w, i.
(2.5) Gi = (RiH) U (RiHWiRi) is a subgroup, i = 1, 2, . - n.
(2.6) G = <2> and U = <P>.
Here Σ = {R^.neN,
i = 1, 2, - , tι}, P = {β G 2Ί J? S J7}, and
ζxy" y means the subgroup generated by xy
H normalizes each
R e Σ, so elements of W act on Σ by conjugation by their images by
t. This action agrees with the action of W on its roots, and in fact
Σ may be identified with the roots of W as in [2, Prop. 3.2]. Hence
reflections wR, negatives -i?, and (sometimes) sums R + S are defined
in Σ.
(2.7) Given ReΣ, ye -J?\{1}, there exists xeR such that xyx e N
and s(xyx) = wR.
(2.8) Given R, S e Σ, R Φ -S and r G JB, S G S, there exist t t i G ΐiί + i>S
such that (r, s) = TΓ^,. The product is over roots of the form iR + jS,
i,j positive integers. Every t in each TeΣ appears as a tiά in some
relation of this form.
7
Every element of I is a linear combination of fundamental roots
Ri. Define the lexicographical ordering of Σ by R = ΣatR{ > S = ΣfyRi
if di > bi for the first i such that a{ Φ b{.
(2.9) R Π <S: S 6 Σ & S > i2> = 1 for all Re P.
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(2.10) For ReΣ, there exists h e H such that the map x—>(h,x):
R-+R is one-to-one and onto.
(2.11) For R, SeΣ,R φ ±S, there exists h e H such that
(h, R) = l & (h, S) = S, or (h, R) = R & (h, S) = 1.
3* Structure of groups of Lie type* Since G satisfies additional
conditions besides those imposed on a group with Bruhat decomposition, its structure is more precisely determined. Some of this additional structure is developed here, being needed in what follows.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every element of U has a unique expression
as a product of elements of distinct subgroups Re P, arranged in
ascending order.

By (2.6), U — <(PX so every xe U has an expression as a product
of such elements. Condition (2.8) and induction on root order allow
such a product to be arranged by ascending root order. Finally,
(2.9) implies the uniqueness of the rearranged product.
The same proof actually shows unique expression holds in any
"convex" subgroup. A subgroup is convex if it is generated by a
convex set of root subgroups. A set of roots is convex if it is
additively closed and positive relative to some ordering of 21. A
splitting of P is a partition into two additively closed root sets, i.e.,
a convex partition.
LEMMA

3.2.

// P', P" split P, then P = <P'><P">.

As in the proof of (3.1), (2.8) is used to rearrange out-of-place
factors, and the lemma follows by induction on root order. If R{ is
a fundamental root for example, {J2J and P\{i?J are a splitting of
P, so P PROPOSITION

3.3.

G has a Bruhat decomposition.

Conditions (c), (d), (g), (h) of Curtis' definition [2] correspond to
conditions (2.2), (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6) respectively. (2.1) implies (a)
and (b), (2.4) implies (f), and with the remark following (3.2), also
implies (e).
All Curtis' results on groups with a Bruhat decomposition apply
to G: B and N form a BiV-pair for G, BwB — Bw'B implies w = w\
and G = BNB. The additional structure of G implies that the decomposition G — Σ UHWU
is unique.
W

PROPOSITION

3.4.

WQW

The form of this decomposition, for elements
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of G, is

unique.

Suppose uht(w)v = ufh't(w')vf.
Then w = w', and h~ιu~ιu'h' =
w)
1
(vv'-ψ .
But v, v' e C/WoW, so (vv'- )'™ e Uw» = V, and B Π F = 1 by
(2.3). Hence v = v', and then M'- 1 = u~ιuf e H n Z7 = 1, so A = ft'
and u — ur.
Thus the elements in the Bruhat decomposition are
unique, up to a fixed choice of t.
An element xyx of the form given by (2.7) is denoted by
n(R, x, y). It will be shown these generate N and H.
LEMMA

xeR\{l),

3.5. A unique element
and for each ye — JB\{1}.

n(R, x, y)

exists

for

each

Choose y e - β \ { l } . Then n(R, x, y) exists by (2.7). Also, y = y'
is implied by n(R, x, y) = n(R, x, yf). The existence of y given x,
and the uniqueness of x given y, follow the identity n(R, x, y) —
n( — R,yyx).
This is derived by calculation, using (2.3). Hence the
notation n(R, x), in place of n(R, x, y), is unambiguous.
THEOREM

3.6.

N = <n(R, x): ReΣ,

xe R\{1}>.

Let No = <n(R, »)•••> as above and Ho = Nof] H. Then (2.1)
through (2.9) are valid with N, H replaced by No, Ho respectively.
(t may be chosen to map into No). Hence there is a unique Bruhat
decomposition with respect to JV0, HQ, Then n = uhmv
where
neN,
heH0 and meN0.
But u = v = l by (2.1) and (2.3), so
n = hm e No.
LEMMA

3.7.

H = <n(R, x)n(R, x'): x, x' e R\{1}, R e 2>.
f

Let h(R, x, x') = n(R, x)n(R, x') and Ht = ζh(R, x, x )
The following formulas are established by calculation:
n

•> as above.

n

h(R, x, x'Y = h(s(n)R, x , x' )
n(R, x)H,

n(R, x^H, C H,

(n(S, y)!!^***^

= n(wBS, yn{R^)Hγ

.

Then the mapping q: n{R, x)H-+ n(R, x)Hι extends to a homomorphism
of N/H onto N/Hι which is inverse to the natural homomorphism
f
N/H, -* N/H. Hence H = H,. Let HR = <h(R, x, x'): x, x e i2\{l}>.
THEOREM

3.8.

H = π?HR..

Each HR is normal in H, and these generate H by (3.7), so
MR u)
f
Λ(Λ tt)
H = πΣHR. For y = x > and y = a?' ' , calculation shows:
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ι

y, y ) = h(R, u, x)h(R, x', u~ ) ,

so H = 7cPHR. If R is positive, but not simple, then w{R < R for
some i, by the properties of W. Again by calculation:
h(R, x, x') = hiwjt, x\ x'n){h{Ru y, y'))-1
where n = n(Rif y'"1).
root order.

Then the theorem follows by induction on

4* T h e covering group* In this section, the covering group Δ
of G will be defined, and its' structure worked out. It will itself be
a group of Lie type.
For each ReΣ, let R* be a set in one-one correspondence with
R. Disjoint sets it!*, S* are to correspond to distinct roots R, S.
Let Δ be the group generated by the union of I 7 * = {R*: Re Σ} subject
to all relations of the forms given below:
(A) x*y* = z* for a?*, y*, z* e R*, i2* e 2^ and a?s/ = s in G.
(B) All relations implied by (2.8). (As Curtis showed in [3],
some of these are actually not required to define Δ.)
In general, putting a " * " on something will mean the corresponding thing in Δ. It is clear p: x* —>x, x* e R*, R* e Σ* extends to a
homomorphism of A onto G. A convex subgroup of G is one of the
form <{#*,£*, ...}> where {R, S, •••} is convex in Σ, ^*(i?*, x*) =
#*2/*x* when xyx = n(R, x) in N, and 2V* = <n*(R*, x*): x* e JS*,
.R^GI7*^.
s*:iV* ->TΓ is defined by s* = sp, and the action of
s*(n*), n* 6 iV*, on Σ* by s*(w*)i2* - (s*(n*)R)*. Define fc*(i2*, α?*, a?f) =
^*(J?*, a;*)^*(i?*, a;*) and H* = <fe*(i2*, α^*, a?*): α*, a;* G JK*\{1}, i2* e I ' * ) .
LEMMA 4.1. (i) p restricted to a convex subgroup is an isomorphism,
(ii) s*(^*)i2* = (#*)"*, w* G ΛΓ* α?ιcί , B * G 2 T * . (iii) if* is
normal in iV* cmd N*/H* = W. (iv) J Λαs α Bruhat decomposition.
(v) (p, Δ) is a central extension of G.

The conditions of Theorem (1.4) of [3] hold for a group of Lie
type as defined here. In particular, condition (1.6) of [3] is a slightly
more specific version of condition (2.8) of this paper, which is sufficient for the proof to follow. Then (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) are
respectively in (2.5), (2.6), (2.9), (1.4) and (1.4) of [3]. As in [3],
the proofs of (i), (ii), and (iii) generally follow those of, respectively,
Lemmas 7.1, 7.2 and 7.7 of [11].
THEOREM

4.2.

A is a group of Lie

type.

By 4.1 (iv), conditions (2.1) through (2.5) hold, except the crystal-
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lographic restriction, which holds since the relation in (2.2) occurs
in a convex subgroup. Similarly, conditions (2.8) through (2.11) can
be regarded in convex subgroups, while (2.6) through (2.8) follow
from definitions here. [In particular, by (2.10) A is a perfect group.]
5* The factor map* It remains to show (p, A) is a universal
central extension of G. From now on (q, K) is a fixed, arbitrary
central extension of G. A factor homomorphism k: A —> K is to be
constructed so that p = q.k. (From now on, *'s may be dropped
from elements in A.) k will be constructed by choosing images of
the generators of A and verifying conditions (A) and (B).
For the highest root Γ, of each root conjugacy class under W,
choose JιΓeH* satisfying (2.10) for the subgroup Γ*. For each
root R = wΓ, let hR = hr{w). For each ReΣ and each xeR*, choose
k(x) e q~ι(v(x)) in K so that:
k(x) = (&«), k(hR)), when x = (xίy hR) in Δ .
This is always possible, since each x e R* appears on the left of
exactly one such relation. Choices on the right are arbitrary, being
inside a commutator.
LEMMA 5.1. // elements of k(R*) commute in K, then k(x)k(y) =
k(xy) all x,y e R*.

For unique x19 yλ e iϋ*, x = (xly hR) and y = (y19 hR). Then xy =
(%i, hR)(y19 hR) = (x.y,, hR). Also, kix^kiy,) = zk{xxy^) for some z e ker(q) S
Z(K). Conjugating this relation by k{hR) and simplifying gives:

Dividing this relation by the previous one gives the desired relation.
LEMMA

5.2.

// all commutator relations of length less than n,

of the form
(k(xR), k(xs)) = πk(xiR+js)
hold in K, so do all such relations of length n.
(These are the images in K of relations of type (B) in A. Commutativity, as in (5.1), is such a relation of length 1.) Any such
relation, of any length, holds modulo an element, say f(xR, xs), which
is in ker q g Z(K).
Using this, and the induction hypothesis,
f(xB, xs) is "bimultiplicative": f(xRi xs)f(xΛ, x's) = f(xR, %s%s), and simi-

larly for xR

Choose h by (2.11) and suppose (h, S*) = S*.

Conjugate
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by h and apply k to get:
(k(xB), k(xhs)) = f(xB, xhs)πk(xhiR+άs) .

Suppose k(x)k{h) = k(xh) for h e H*, x e 22*, R e Σ.
πxiR+js
and then conjugate by k(h) to get:
(k(xB)9 k(xhs)) = f(xR, xs)πk(xϊR+js)

Apply k to (xB, xs) =
.

Comparing, and using multiplicativity, f(xBf xs) = f(xB, xhs), f(xB, (h, xs)) =
1, so / is identically one on 22*, S*.
Now to prove k(x)k{h) = &($*). For any Re Σ, x,y e R* such that
# = (T/, /i,^), apply k and conjugate by A (A), so that using H' £
, hR))k{hR)) = (k(yh), k(hB))
\ hR)) = k(xh) .
REMARKS. This proves (k(R*), k(S*)) = 1 if R Φ ±S and (22*, S*) =
1 in J . Also, the proof shows that elements of k(R*) may be conjugated by elements of k(H*), by the formula established there.
LEMMA

5.3.

k{x)k{n) = k(xn) for x e22*, 22* e Γ , % e N*.

Let Γ1 be the highest root of a conjugacy class, x = (x19 hΓ) for

x,xγeΓ*,

and n = t*(w). Then:

The second equality follows from the choice of k(x)'&, since hnΓ = hwΓ
and x^ewΓ.
Now suppose for any root 22 = wΓ; xeR*, m = t*(w),
n = t*(ws). Conjugate by k(n):
k(x)k{n)

= k(ym)k{n) = k(y)k{m)k{n)
= k(ytHwws)h)
= k(xn) ,

=

k(y)k{t*{wws))k{h)z

for y eΓ*,ym = x, and mn = t*(wws)h for some he H*.
t*(W) generate ΛΓ*.

But 2f* and

6* Comrαutativity of root subgroups* This section covers the
starting point of the induction on length of commutators. By
previous remarks, it only remains to show A;(22*) is commutative for
ReΣ.
A is the highest root of Σ.
LEMMA

6.1

{k(Λ*), k(Λ*)) - 1.

By the second part of (2.8), for xeΛ* there exist r e 22*, s e S*
such that
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(r, s) = πti3
where tiό e iR* + jS* whenever this is a root, and x = tiό for some
i,j. Hence:
(k(r),k(s)) =f(r,8)πk(tij)

k(x).

Then k(x^),xιeΛ*, commutes with everything in this relation except
possible k(x), and hence with it also. Now k(Λ*) is commutative, as
is the image of every root subgroup i?* conjugate to Λ, by (5.3).
Since W is transitive on roots of the same length, commutativity
of k(R*) only needs to be demonstrated for one short root. It suffices
to consider rank two subgroups.
The short root R + S in B2.
(k(xR),

conjugated by

k(xs))

= j(%Ri ^s)k\XR+s)k(X2R+s)

k(xR+s):
f

k(xs))

Xs)k(xR+s)kix'R+s)k(x2R+s)

= f(xR,

= (k(x'2R+s)k(xR)M%s))

= (k(xR),

The short root 2R + S in G2.
(k(xR+s),

k(xR)) = j(xR+s, X

conjugate by k(x'2R+s):
(k(xR+s),

k(xR))k<***+* =

(k(xR+s),

These considerations complete the proof of the main theorem.
As in § 4, Δ is itself a group of Lie type, perfect, and with the
same (isomorphic) Weyl group as G.
THEOREM 6.2. (Main Theorem),

(p, Δ) is the covering group of G»

7* T h e rank o n e case* For groups of Lie type of rank one,
some modification of the previous definitions and proofs is necessary.
Since there is only one positive root, X, this now denotes what was
called U in (2.1). In (2.2), W ~ Z2 now holds, and {1, w0} is a set
of coset representatives, so a choice of ί. Rx = X and Xw = X or
Y. In (2.5), G, is just G = <X, Γ> by (2.6). None of conditions
(2.8), (2.9) and (2.11) apply here, and are replaced by:
(2.8)' There exist h, geHsuch
that x9 = x.xh and x.xh xhh Φ 1 for
all x e X\{1}. X is abelian.
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The definition of Δ also needs to be revised in the rank one case,
with the now inapplicable condition (J5) replaced by:
(B)'x*n*{R*>*V = y* whenever i2* = X* or Γ*, x*, xf e R*, y* e - i 2 * ,
and χniR>*i> = y in G.
LEMMA 7.1. (i) £ * = X*H* and ΛΓ* = ζn*(R*, x*)> form a split
(B, N) pair of rank one for Δ. (ii) H* = <h*(R*x*x?)> = £ * Π N*.
(iii) (p, J) is a central extension of G. (iv) Δ = (J, J).

(i), (ii) come from Theorem (1.2) of [3]. (H* and iV* correspond
here and there since ker p £ if*.) (iii) also follows from (1.2) of
[3], and from [11, Th. 3.1]. (iv) can be shown directly from (2.10).
All the results of § 3 and § 4 remain valid in the rank one case,
where applicable and when modified as above. In particular, (4.1)
(ii) and condition (2.8)' follow from (By in the definition of Δ.
In § 5 and § 6, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 still hold. Hence Lemma
6.1 can be proved using (2.8)' as follows: Let x, y e X*\{1} and
(k(x), k(y)) = f(x, y) e Z(K).
(Here the fact that X is abelian, as
given in (2.8)', is used.) Then:
f(xh, ygg) = f(x\ yhhyhyhy)

= f(xh, yhhyh)f(x\

yhy)

= fix, yh)f(χh, yhy) - f(χhχ, yhy) = f(χg9,

y").

Hence (BY holds in K by (5.3). Since (A), (By hold in K,
Theorem 6.2 now holds for rank one groups of Lie type.
8* W h i c h groups are of Lie type* In this section, references
are given to known results which show which Chevalley and twisted
groups are of Lie type. With the following exceptions, all these
groups are of Lie type:
(i)

K has 2, 3 or 4 elements

[Ko, the fixed field, for twisted groups].
(iii)
(iv)

A[n(K) .
D%K) .

The first three cases, with a possible partial exception under (i) for
twisted groups, are real exceptions. D\(K) is listed as a possible
exception since it was not investigated in detail. The (nonalgebraic)
nonnormal forms as defined by M. Suzuki [12, 13], of type Bι2(22n+1),
and by R. Ree [7,8] of types Fl(22n+1) and Gl(32n+1) were not considered here.
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For Chevalley groups, all the conditions defining groups of Lie
type, except (2.8), can be read off almost directly from conditions
(2.1.1) through (2.1.12) of [4]. These conditions are verified there
for all Chevalley groups for \K\ > 5. In fact, since (2.1.12) is not
needed here, | K\ > 4 suffices. Condition (2.8) may be checked directly
by computing the commutator relations as in [1, p. 36].
For the only rank one Chevalley group, A^K), condition (2.8)' is
verified in [4, §2.2] where (2.1.12) is discussed, but \K\>5
is
necessary.
Details for the twisted groups, except types A\n(K), D\{K) and
D\{K) are worked out in [4, §2.5]. The commutator relations
developed there are sufficient for the second part of (2.8) to hold.
Similarly, the details for Dl are in [4, § 3.1]. In all these cases, it
is the fixed field KQ under the automorphism of K which must have
more than 4 elements. This might be improved in some cases.
The condition (2.8)' doesn't need to be checked in this case,
since the only rank one twisted group A\{K) is one of the groups
A\n(K).
All the groups A\n(K) are exceptions, not of Lie type, since
the root subgroups are not abelian.
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